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ABSTRACT
In the last few years many emulation systems have been developed to evaluate the eectiveness of new protocols and
applications in realistic and controllable network scenarios.
NEPTUNE is a exible architecture for cluster-based network emulation systems designed and implemented at University of Napoli Federico II. In this poster we present the
key components of the NEPTUNE architecture, an in particular the NEPTUNE manager, an open-source software
managing the lifecycle of emulation experiments.
Figure 1: Virtual network topology on a physical cluster.
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1. NETWORK EMULATION SYSTEMS
In the last few years, network emulation has gained interest in the community of network researchers, being con-

When the experiment is activated (swap-in), a system
module maps the logical topology of the experiment onto
actual testbed hardware, loads the requested operating system and software onto the allocated devices and establishes
the network links.

sidered an important technique to evaluate the eectiveness
of new protocols and applications in heterogeneous, controllable and realistic network scenarios. Today's most complex
network emulation systems are cluster-based.

These sys-

tems are made of a large number of hardware components
arranged in a common facility that can be remotely accessed
by users through a web interface. In a typical cluster-based
network emulation system, users submit to the system an
experiment request. An experiment request contains a virtual network description to be reproduced with the avail-

2. NEPTUNE ARCHITECTURE
NEPTUNE is a cluster-based emulation system developed
by the COMICS Research Group at University of Napoli
Federico II. A NEPTUNE system consists of a collection of
physical machines running a hypervisor software layer, and
a centralized management entity, the NEPTUNE manager,
which acts as a web frontend for end users, and takes responsibility of instantiating the emulated virtual topologies
onto the cluster physical nodes.
As of today, the NEPTUNE emulation system runs on a
cluster of workstations consisting of 28 HP ProLiant DL380
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servers, each equipped with two Intel Pentium IV Xeon 2.8
GHz CPUs, 5 GB of PC-2100 RAM, one 100 Mbps Ethernet
NIC, one Gigabit Ethernet NIC. Each node is equipped with
a 34.6 GB SCSI disk.

A 700GB centralized disk array is

also available to the whole cluster.

The cluster nodes are

connected each other through a set of 100/1000 Ethernet
switches.

Figure 3: Neptune Manager screenshot.
Figure 2: VM instantiation.

2.1 Node and link multiplexing
A conservative resource allocation policy consists in mapping the emulated virtual nodes onto dedicated PCs and
emulated links onto switched ethernet links.

Nowadays,

with increasing computational power made available at lowcost, it is possible to exploit virtualization techniques to map

Figure 4: Experiment lifecycle.

multiple virtual nodes on a single CPU.
The problem of emulating more than a network node on
just one physical cluster node is called node multiplexing.

3. RELATED WORK

The node multiplexing technique we chose for NEPTUNE

Maybe the most complex cluster-based emulation system

is Xen, due to its many advantages, and in particular be-

developed so far is EMULAB, which is developed by the

cause Xen (i) potentially supports dierent kinds of Oper-

Flux Group at the University of Utah. EMULAB is a free-

ating Systems; (ii) provides good isolation among dierent

for-use, Web-accessible, time- and space-shared, recong-

virtual machines running concurrently; (iii) supports vir-

urable network testbed, providing integrated access to a

tual machine migration, allowing dynamic re-allocation of

wide range of experimental environments. In EMULAB an

experiments on the cluster nodes; (iv) exhibits good commu-

enhanced version of FreeBSD jail has been used, which al-

nication performance among virtual machines implemented

lows the creation of isolated environments (vnodes) on the

within the same physical node.

same physical node. The jail virtualization mechanism does

The problem of emulating multiple point-to-point connec-

not oer fully isolated execution environments, potentially

tions by means of a single NIC is called link multiplexing. In

creating some security issues. Even the network is not com-

NEPTUNE multiple virtual links are multiplexed onto the

pletely virtualized, since much of the network stack is shared

same shared physical link by associating each virtual link

between physical host and vnodes. Even though many de-

endpoint to a dierent Virtual NIC.

sign assumptions made for NEPTUNE were borrowed from
EMULAB, NEPTUNE has assumed Xen para-virtualization

2.2

NEPTUNE manager

The main component of the architecture is the NEPTUNE
Manager (NM in short). On one hand, NM acts as a web
frontend for end users.

By adopting the GWT technol-

ogy, it provides a highly interactive User Interface to design network topologies and let users manage their experiments lifecycle.

During the experiment design phase, NM

is also able to automatically dene an IP address allocation
scheme on behalf of the user.

When it comes to activate

an experiment, NM decides how to allocate emulated virtual nodes onto available cluster physical machines, using
a Lin-Kernighan derived optimization algorithm. Once the
allocation mapping has been dened, NM instantiates virtual machines whose image is taken from a repository of
predened VM templates. The NM also enforces the emulated network topology by automatically assigning private
IP addresses to the VM's virtual NICs.
The topology of emulated networks is internally saved by

as a key technology.
The NET testbed at University of Stuttgart also provides a congurable network environment for the performance analysis of distributed applications and protocols. It
consists of a cluster of PCs running Linux and connected by
means of a Gigabit Ethernet switch on which an arbitrary
number of VLANs can be congured. Through the use of
VLANs, nodes can be connected according to any possible
virtual topology, allowing the emulation of dierent kinds
of networks. Network trac on emulated links is controlled
by a special trac shaper module, called NETshaper, implemented as a Linux kernel module and providing a link-layer
emulation that is completely transparent to upper layers.
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NEPTUNE manager is an open-source project, available
at http://code.google.com/p/neptune-network-emulator/.
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